Chorus: Border to border across the land
Minnesota’s better with big broadband
Building community, putting people to work
Changing the world thanks to MIRC
Minnesota’s better with broadband

Educating our youth from Windom to Duluth
You can’t get on the internet from a phone booth
Dial up’s a pile up; toss the 56K
Bring on the broadband it will pave the way

Chorus: Border to border across the land
Minnesota’s better with big broadband
Building community, putting people to work
Changing the world thanks to MIRC
Minnesota’s better with broadband

Helping business gain presence online
You gotta Google them and see what you find
Connect faraway places with nearby faces
You betcha, Fer sure!

Chorus: Border to border across the land
Minnesota’s better with big broadband
Building community, putting people to work
Changing the world thanks to MIRC
Minnesota’s better with broadband